PremAir® NXT

Next Generation Direct Ozone
Reduction Technology

PremAir® NXT helps meet LEV III & Tier 3
emission regulations
PremAir® NXT is the next generation Direct Ozone Reduction (DOR)
technology. It is a patented catalyst coating that transforms ground level
ozone, the main component of smog, into oxygen. As air flows over a
vehicle’s coated radiator, PremAir® NXT catalyzes the reaction that converts
ozone into oxygen. This process capitalizes on the large volume of air that
passes through a vehicle’s radiator.
PremAir® NXT has increased catalyst efficiency and durability for 150,000
miles. With PremAir® NXT, even smaller radiators for today’s downsized 4
cylinder engines can convert as much ozone to oxygen as larger radiators
with standard PremAir®. This allows Automotive OEMs to earn the full
emission credit for California LEV III and U.S. Tier 3 emission regulations.

PremAir® NXT
PremAir® NXT is a patented catalysts coating that
transforms ground level ozone, the main components
of smog, into oxygen. As air flows over a
vehicle’s coated radiator, ozone is
converted into oxygen.

PremAir® NXT is approved by the Air Resources
Board of California and U.S. EPA for DOR
emission credits that can:

Reduce
precious metal
costs

Optimize engine
performance
at a bin
classification
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Raise emission
catalyst system
engineering
safety factor

Increase
profitability of
fleet vehicle mix
with emission
credits

PremAir® NXT delivers value through emission reduction credits
PremAir® NXT is a DOR technology which has been validated for 150,000 miles or 15 years.
Tier 3 and LEV III have approved an emission reduction credit of 5 mg/mile for DOR technology.
OEMs can leverage this tool in a number of ways to deliver value to manage their fleet average
emissions requirements.

Optimize engine performance


PremAir® NXT credits are a cost-effective alternative solution to PGM (Platinum Group Metals)
content in catalytic converters and can be used to maximize engine performance at
a bin classification

Reduce cost




 s regulations demand more out of catalytic converters, additional PGM content can have
A
decreasing emission control efficiency
PremAir® NXT credits can help optimize PGM performance to reduce total emission control costs

Engineering Safety Factor for SULEV




 WC performance at low NMOG and NOx levels is difficult to measure for both fresh and aged
T
performance; borderline TWC aging performance can introduce risk to an OEM
PremAir® NXT credits can be leveraged to increase the safety factor at a vehicle bin classification

Managing your fleet vehicle mix






 EV III and Tier 3 require OEMs to change their fleet percentage sales to meet the emission
L
standards, so OEMs have to sell more SULEV vehicles while selling less ULEV 125 vehicles
 igh performance sedans and coupes as well as trucks and SUVs are often more profitable but meet
H
higher emission bins
 tilizing PremAir® NXT credits can enable OEMs to mitigate the impact of new regulations on their
U
vehicle mix

The percentage of vehicles in each emission classification required
to meet the NMOG+NOx emission standards in a given year
LEV 160 mg/mile

ULEV 70 mg/mile

SULEV 30 mg/mile

ULEV 125 mg/mile

ULEV 50 mg/mile

SULEV 20 mg/mile

EV 0 mg/mile

2017

2021

2025

SULEV split moves from 25% to 80+%
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Increasingly stringent emission regulations
The California Office of Administrative Law has approved the Low Emission Vehicle (LEV) III
Amendments as set forth by the Air Resources Board of California. These regulations:








 hase-in lower fleet average emissions standards for cars, light-duty trucks, and medium duty
P
vehicles
 rovide OEMs the flexibility to average, trade, and bank credits for the combined fleet by
P
combining two emission pollutants NMOG and NOx, into one NMOG + NOx standard
 equire OEMs to reduce emissions for the entire fleet down to Super Ultra-Low Emission Vehicle
R
(SULEV) standards by 2025
U.S. Tier 3 Regulations harmonize with LEV III for the common goal of reducing emissions by 75%
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BASF assists
OEMs in earning
maximum emission
credits with
PremAir® NXT

With over ten years of experience and over three million cars on the road, BASF is well-suited to
assist OEMs with the complicated task of gaining Air Resources Board of California and U.S. EPA
approval for optimal award of PremAir® NXT emission credits. BASF offers automakers:


Consultations throughout the entire process



Calculation of credits



 ptimization of radiator geometry design to increase surface
O
area and maximize credits



Preparation of sample radiator with coating of PremAir® NXT



Determination of catalyst ozone conversion



Durability testing to determine aged performance



Collaboration in preparing Air Resources Board of California data packet for submission



Comprehensive quality assurance

(in mg/mile)

NMOG emissions

Hypothetical catalyst
performance scale
Potential
future PGM
cost/vehicle
Current PGM
cost/vehicle

PremAir® NXT Credit
Cost Reduction

PGM cost in USD per vehicle
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What is ozone?
Ozone is a molecule that consists of
three oxygen atoms. Naturallyoccurring ozone is formed miles above
the earth in the stratosphere. This
ozone layer is responsible for
absorbing the sun’s harmful ultraviolet
radiation. Unfortunately, the ozone at
ground level is the major component
of smog. This artificially-created ozone
is the cause of many adverse effects,
such as irritation of and damage to:


Lungs



Eyes



Noses



Throats

Man-made ozone is produced by the
oxidation of nitrogen oxides (NOx) and
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) in
the presence of direct sunlight. The
main sources of NOx and VOC gases
are:


Mobile emissions



Industrial factories



Electrical plants



Chemical solvents



Gasoline vapors

PremAir® NXT
is a proven
supplemental
emission
technology

With the approval of the Air Resources
Board of California and U.S. Tier 3 for
Direct Ozone Reduction (DOR),
PremAir® NXT is the ideal technology
to earn emissions credits that can:








 ptimize engine performance at a bin
O
classification
 educe Platinum Group Metal (PGM)
R
costs
 aise emission catalyst system
R
engineering safety factors
Increase the profitability of your fleet
vehicle mix
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PremAir® NXT requires little or no:


Engineering design changes



Moving parts



Complex systems



Engine recalibration

As a turnkey solution to the increasing
emission standards, PremAir® NXT
meets the 15 years and 150,000 miles
durability requirements. For a
balanced emission control strategy,
ozone reduction, and cleaner air, trust
BASF’s PremAir® NXT Catalyst
System.

PremAir® coated radiator

Close-coupled catalyst

Under-floor catalyst

BASF is your partner for meeting
emissions requirements
With worldwide R&D and manufacturing resources and years of
experience, BASF is the global leader in mobile emissions control
for a cleaner environment. In addition to PremAir® NXT, BASF has
innovated additional technologies to meet SULEV stringent
emission regulations.
Regulation Challenge

BASF’s Solution

0.02 g/mile NMOG + NOx emission limit

New materials to improve light-off

Durability to 150,000 miles

New materials with phosphorus resistance for increased
stability

Stricter particulate matter limits for mass and number

FWC™, catalyzed gasoline particulate filter

Tighter evaporative emissions limits (E10)

EvapTrap™ air intake system hydrocarbon trap

SULEV 20

PremAir® NXT

BASF continues to offer environmental solutions for gasoline,
diesel, and alternative fuel powered engines that are developed
and supported by a worldwide network of expert scientists
and engineers.
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About Us
BASF’s Catalysts division is the
world’s leading supplier of
environmental and process catalysts.
The group offers exceptional expertise
in the development of technologies
that protect the air we breathe,
produce the fuels that power our world
and ensure efficient production of a
wide variety of chemicals, plastics and
other products, including advanced
battery materials. By leveraging our
industry-leading R&D platforms,
passion for innovation and deep
knowledge of precious and base
metals, BASF’s Catalysts division
develops unique, proprietary solutions
that drive customer success.
BASF - The Chemical Company

BASF Corporation
Catalysts Headquarters
25 Middlesex/Essex Turnpike
Iselin, New Jersey, 08830, USA
Tel: +1-732-205-5000
Email: mobilecatalysts@basf.com
Brazil
Av. Angelo Demarchi 123, Pr. A160,
5º andar, Sao Bernardo do Campo, SP,
09844-900
Tel: 55-11-2349-1118
China
239 Luqiao Road
Pudong, Shanghai 201206, P.R. China
Tel: 86-21-6109-1882
Germany
Seligmannallee 1
30173 Hannover, Germany
Tel: 49-511-2886-628
India
E-17-18, Industrial Estate, Maraimalai Nagar,
Chennai, Tamilnadu, 603 209
Tel : 91-44-27454466
Poland
55-300 Sroda Slaska
ul. Innowacji 1, Poland
Tel: 48-71-71-46-162
Russia
Kadashevskaya nab 14, str 3
Moscow 119017, Russia
Tel: +7-495-231-7200
South Africa
425 Struanway, Struandale
Port Elizabeth 6001, South Africa
Tel: 27-41-401-1000
Thailand
64/24 Moo4, Pluakdaeng
Rayong 21140, Thailand
Tel: 66-38-955-555

PremAir is a trademark of BASF.
Although all statements and information in this
publication are believed to be accurate and reliable,
they are presented gratis and for guidance only, and
risks and liability for results obtained by use of the
products or application of the suggestions described
are assumed by the user. NO WARRANTIES OF ANY
KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARE MADE
REGARDING PRODUCTS DESCRIBED OR DESIGNS,
DATA OR INFORMATION SET FORTH. Statements or
suggestions concerning possible use of the products
are made without representation or warranty that any
such use is free of patent infringement and are not
recommendations to infringe any patent. The user
should not assume that toxicity data and safety
measures are indicated or that other measures may
not be required. © 2015 BASF

www.catalysts.basf.com/premair
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